EBT Photo ID: The Impact on Massachusetts SNAP
Recipients, Retailers and the Fiscal Costs to the State
Who receives EBT Cards in Massachusetts?




There are currently 499,221 low-income SNAP EBT households in MA, comprised of 888,527 adults and children.
Over 45% of all SNAP households in MA include one or more elder or disabled member.1
SNAP rules require all persons who “customarily purchase and prepare food together” be part of the same SNAP
household including unrelated persons who share food and all adult children ages 18- 22 living at home. 2
51,281 households receive TAFDC cash assistance for families with needy children, and 23,568 elder and
severely disabled individuals receive EAEDC benefits.3 These cash benefits are put on the same EBT card.

Federal USDA rules restricting photo ID on SNAP EBT cards.






Retailers cannot discriminate against or selectively card SNAP recipients. 4
All appropriate SNAP household members must have access to the EBT benefits.5
A SNAP household has the right to designate a trusted relative, friend or service agency to food shop for them. 6
As SNAP is a 100% federally funded benefit, state EBT systems must be interoperable so SNAP recipients can use
their EBT cards in any state within the country.7
On May 12, 2012, USDA notified MA DTA of the federal requirements regarding EBT photo IDs. 8 In February of
2013, USDA disallowed Maine’s photo ID proposal.9

An EBT photo ID would waste taxpayer dollars.





The Romney Administration abandoned the photo ID requirement in 2004 as not cost effective.10
In 2012, DTA estimated that the initial costs would be $4M to issue just one SNAP photo card per household,
with ongoing annual costs of approximately $4.4M including cards, equipment, staffing costs and notices.11
EOHHS recently noted initial implementation estimates of $5 to $7M.
Other states have estimated the cost of this initiative, from a $2 million estimate in Michigan to $17.6 million in
Washington State. 12 Pennsylvania, Illinois, Connecticut, Arizona, Kentucky and other states have considered and
rejected EBT photo IDs as costly and not effective in addressing SNAP fraud or trafficking.13

An EBT photo ID hurts seniors and persons with disabilties.



A photo ID requirement would undermine decades of work aimed at de-stigmatizing SNAP benefits. It reverses
the state’s historic SNAP outreach efforts to reach low income seniors and persons with disabilities.
Massachusetts is one of 39 states that allows for on-line SNAP applications – often with the help of senior
services and community organizations. The SNAP applicant has a phone interview with DTA, and then mails or
faxes verifications.14 Requiring all applicants and members of their households to go to DTA offices to be
photographed would discourage low income persons – especially seniors and persons from disabilities – from
accessing benefits.





Seniors and persons with disabilities often have family members, relatives or trusted persons who they can
authorize pick up groceries for them. A photo ID EBT requirement would hinder the ability of these caregivers
from performing this important service.
In 2005, the Romney Administration received USDA approval to implement a special SNAP pilot to reach elder
and disabled persons through the Social Security Administration (SSA).15 SSA has a statutory obligation to offer
SNAP applications to elder and disabled SSI applicants and recipients.16 Under the Bay State Combined
Application Project (Bay State CAP), SSA offices electronically take a SNAP application and ship it to DTA so that
SSI clients did not need to go to DTA. SSI eligibility information is considered verified upon receipt. Outside
Section 15 would undercut the core foundation of the Bay State CAP pilot and the state’s historic SNAP outreach
efforts for elder and disabled persons. Over 30,000 SSI recipients participated in Bay State CAP in 2013,
recipients whose cases often migrate to regular SNAP benefits.

An EBT photo ID requirement is not supported by retailers and grocers across the country.




A photo ID proposal would effectively turn store clerks into welfare cops. It would compromise efficient
business practices, including self-checkout lanes. Stores that attempt to selectively card SNAP recipients could
subject themselves to legal challenges.
The Maine Grocers Association and Maine Merchants Associations both testified in 2012 before the Maine State
Legislature in opposition to EBT photo ID legislation, noting federal law prohibiting discrimination against SNAP
recipients.17 USDA disallowed Maine’s photo ID proposal in February of 2013.18 The Illinois Retail Merchants
Association announced strong opposition to a state photo ID proposal for SNAP LINK cards in March of 2013.19

An EBT photo ID does not address SNAP trafficking or other fraud.









SNAP benefit trafficking generally occurs between the SNAP card holder and the corner retailer. Trafficking does
not happen with cash benefits. A convenience store engaged in the unlawful practice of giving cash for food
benefits and billing USDA for that EBT transaction is highly unlikely to look at a photo on an EBT SNAP card.
The State Auditor’s Bureau of Special Investigations is responsible for investigating DTA fraud. For the first
quarter of FY 2013, BSI found SNAP fraud equal to about .125% (slightly more than 1/10 of 1 %) of SNAP
benefits, and TAFDC and EAEDC fraud equal to .283% (less than 1/3 of 1 %) of cash assistance benefits. 20
According to a March 2011 USDA report, the electronic delivery of food stamp/SNAP benefits has made
trafficking much easier to trace, prevent and prosecute. USDA reports that the SNAP trafficking rate has declined
from 4% to 1% during the last 10 years.21 Neither USDA nor law enforcement considers photo ID EBT cards as an
effective means to address trafficking between a card holder and small privately owned retailers.22
USDA continues to provide updated technologies and tools for states and law enforcement to deal with SNAP
trafficking, EBT photo ID is not one of them. 23
The personal identification number or PIN is widely recognized by banking institutions as the best way to protect
personal finances on a debit card. A SNAP or cash assistance household whose card is lost or stolen – or who
wishes to restrict use by a household member –can immediately deactivate the card through the EBT vendor
and/or change the PIN, similar to a lost or stolen debit card.24
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